
Harvest study highlights
benefit of automatic deck 
plates for capturing yield

SPECIAL REPORTROW BY ROW

MOST GROWERS ARE LEAVING YIELD IN THE FIELD.



C
orn growers understand the 

critical role of deck plates 

for capturing yield during 

harvest. University studies have 

shown that plate gaps as little 

as 1/8” wider than stalks could 

translate to a potential yield loss 

of four bushels per acre.* 

And while producers using 

operator-controlled hydraulic 

plates generally express 

confidence in their ability 

to manage gaps, a harvest 

comparison with automatic, self-

adjusting deck plates suggests 

potential yield loss may be more 

significant than they believe.

“The introduction of operator-controlled hydraulic deck 

plates certainly was an improvement compared to the fixed 

‘one-size-fits-all’ deck plates they replaced,” says Dustin 

Bollig, farmer and North American marketing director for 

Drago. “But we’ve learned most growers over-estimate 

the yield-saving performance of hydraulic deck plates in 

harvest conditions.” 

EYE-OPENING STALK VARIABILITY 

Drago has long described the advantage of its automatic, 

self-adjusting deck plates for minimizing gaps and limiting 

yield loss during harvest. To substantiate its claim, Drago 

conducted a field study to measure the gap “decisions” of 

its automatic deck plates.

The study revealed some eye-opening facts about the 

variability of corn stalks and the potential yield loss 

associated with it.

“We wanted to quantify the overall ability of Drago’s 

automatic deck plates to minimize gaps and related yield 

loss in harvest conditions,” Bollig says. 

To help conduct the study, Drago worked with HeadSight,®** 

an independent manufacturer of header height control 

systems, for measurement and analysis of deck plate 

movement. 

“We provided electronic sensors, reading in millivolts,  

that have the capability of measuring movement to 

the 1000th of an inch,” says Rob Schlipf, Director of 

Engineering at HeadSight. 

The sensors were attached to the right and left deck plates 

of a 12-row Drago GT corn head.

*Graeme Quick field research, Iowa State University **To learn more about HeadSight® Harvesting Solutions, visit www.headsight.com. 

MOST GROWERS OVER-
ESTIMATE THE YIELD-
SAVING PERFORMANCE OF 
HYDRAULIC DECK PLATES 
IN HARVEST CONDITIONS.



THE SENSORS 
REVEALED SIGNIFICANT 
VARIABILITY IN  
STALK SIZE WITHIN 
THE ROW.

“As the Drago corn head worked its way through the field, 

we not only could track the number of times deck plates 

moved, but how far apart they moved,” Schlipf says. 

The results confirmed what Drago suspected and more.

NEARLY 163 DECISIONS PER ROW PER MINUTE

“The sensors revealed a significant variability in stalk 

diameters — plant-to-plant as well as row-to-row,” Bollig 

says. “Harvesting at 4.0 mph, the automatic deck plates 

averaged 163 decisions per row per minute — adjusting from 

as little as one-eighth inch to as much as one-half inch.” 

“We were all aware of the variability in the field, and 

pleased to see how responsive the deck plates were 

adjusting to it,” Bollig says.

On a per-acre basis, the automatic deck plates made nearly 

5,390 decisions involving adjustments from 1/8” or wider, 

including 1,582 decisions of 1/4” or more, and 196 decisions 

of 1/2” or greater. 

“Keep in mind that the threshold for deck plate yield loss 

starts at 1/8”, and each row unit averaged 606 independent 

decisions per acre involving that and more,” Bollig says. 

“The data also showed how both the left and the right deck 

plate of each row unit on the Drago GT worked in unison to 

minimize gaps.” See Figure 2.

 

“Hydraulic-controlled deck plates are unable to compensate 

for row-to-row stalk variability, let alone the plant-to-plant 

variability within each row,” Bollig says. “Having the same 

gap setting for every row unit on a corn head assumes all 

of the stalks running through them are the same, too, and 

we know Mother Nature just doesn’t work that way.” 

One of the more remarkable stats from the study is “deck 

plate spacing as a percentage of time,” Bollig says. “It 

illustrates the percentage of stalk thickness in the field 

we harvested. If your plates were set only for the most 

common stalk thickness, you would have been off nearly  

75% of the time.”

“Operators can’t possibly react to variability that’s out there.  

As it is, they are unable to see where their deck plates are 

set relative to stalks,” continues Bollig.

OPERATOR-CONTROLLED DECK PLATES MEASURED

Bollig’s statement was underscored when the HeadSight 

sensors were attached to the deck plates of a corn 

head with operator-controlled hydraulic deck plates. The 

farmer-operator was not informed what the sensors were 

measuring — rows harvested were next to those used to 

measure the Drago corn head with automatic deck plates.

 

A Drago field study 

found in-row and row-

to-row stalk thickness 

variability can be 

significant, resulting in 

kernel loss through deck 

plates during harvest. 



“When we looked at the data, we realized the farmer-

operator had made only one deck plate adjustment within 

the designated harvest area,” Bollig said. “This was 

adjacent to the same area where the automatic deck 

plates had literally made thousands of independent gap 

decisions,” he points out. 

“Of course, we don’t know how other producers would 

have reacted in that field, but what we saw is likely more 

typical than not. From the cab of a combine, any visual 

change in stalk diameter has to be significant. Most of the 

time, farmers just open their plates until they don’t push 

stalks and forget about it,” says Bollig. “Their confidence 

in managing deck plate gaps from the cab is based on the 

belief that ‘a good stand’ means minimal stalk variability in 

their fields, and we know that just isn’t true.”

“The ability to manually adjust deck plates has led to a 

false sense of their performance for capturing yield.  

The study confirmed the value of automatic, self-adjusting 

deck plates for minimizing gaps and capturing yield every 

minute and in every row the corn head is working,” Bollig 

says. “When you multiply the potential yield savings by  

the number of corn acres you grow, the difference can  

be significant.” 

“Today’s farmers have too many distractions in the 

combine with too much variability in the field to adequately 

manage their deck plates,” notes Bollig.  

“And it’s costing them yield. When corn was seven dollars, 

we wanted every kernel and now when corn is at four 

dollars we need every kernel.”

n Date of data collection: October 25, 2018

n Location of data collection: Same field, adjoining rows 

n Corn heads used for trial:

 — Drago GT 12-row head with self-adjusting deck plates  

  mounted on a John Deere S680 combine

 — John Deere 612 C Stalkmaster 12-row head with hydraulic  

  deck plates mounted on a John Deere S680 combine

n Approximate speed of combines: 4.0 mph

n Plant population: 35,000

n  Growing season history: Harvested field had above normal  

moisture through most of the growing season, negatively 

impacting plant development and yield

n  Drago deck plate minimum gap setting was reduced to manage 

poor yield and smaller stalks

FIELD STUDY DETAILS

“WHEN CORN WAS $7, 
WE WANTED EVERY KERNEL,  
AND NOW WHEN CORN IS AT 
$4, WE NEED EVERY KERNEL.”

Self-adjusting deck plates automatically adjust on both sides 

and eliminate gaps. This alleviates the operator from having to 

make an impossible amount of important decisions.

Hydraulic deck plates are visually hard to adjust from the cab 

making it difficult to reduce kernel and ear loss.



Electronic sensors, placed on the left and right deck plates in a 12-row Drago corn head, measured deck plate movement  
in millivolts during harvest — 150 millivolts equals a movement of 1/8”. The above chart was pulled from the #2 row unit  

following the same 1.35 acres harvested, shown in Figure 1 above. Gap movement is shown in 1/8” increments.

Compare Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 — notice how both deck plates move equally, corresponding to changes in yield.
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FIGURE 1: Combine Yield Monitor Report
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GAP MOVEMENTS, DECISIONS/ACRE

1/8” — 606 x 12 Rows / 1.35 A = 5,386

1/4” — 178 x 12 Rows / 1.35 A = 1,582

1/2” — 22 x 12 Rows / 1.35 A = 196

GAP MOVEMENTS, DECISIONS/MINUTE

1/8” — 606 x 12 Rows / 3.7 Min. = 1,965

1/4” — 178 x 12 Rows / 3.7 Min. = 577

1/2” — 22 x 12 Rows / 3.7 Min. = 71

This yield report was pulled to demonstrate the yield variability of the 1.35 acres harvested for the study.  
The field experienced above normal rainfall during much of the growing season.

FIGURE 2: Drago Left and Right Deck Plate Movement, Row Unit 2

FIGURE 3: Drago Deck Plate

Drago deck plate gap spacing measurements were also tracked in the field study and shown in 1/32” increments. 

FIGURE 4: Drago Deck Plate Spacing as a Percentage of Total Time
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To see deck plates in action visit, www.dragotec.com/fieldstudy.

Avg. Deck Plate Decisions(# of rows)/Acres Covered = Total Decisions/Acre Avg. Deck Plate Decisions(# of rows)/Harvested Minutes = Total Decisions/Minute

If the deck plate gap was set at the most common stalk width, that 
setting would have been ideal approximately 26% of the time, which 
means it would have been misadjusted 74% of the time. This further 
illustrates in-field variability — plant-to-plant and row-to-row.
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